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BACKGROUND. The presence of inflammation in prostate cancer (PCa) and benign
prostate hyperplasia (BPH) has been well described but the cellular mechanisms by which
inflammation modulates the prostate are currently unclear. Prostate stem cells (PSC) not only
maintain prostate homeostasis but also are considered to be the cell of origin of PCa and an
important contributor to BPH. However, the impact of inflammation on PSC is not well
understood. Therefore, we initiated studies to evaluate the effect of inflammation on PSC.
METHOD. Ovalbumin specific CD8þ T cells were intravenously delivered to intact and
castrated prostate ovalbumin expressing transgenic-3 (POET-3) mice to induce inflammation.
Lin (CD45/CD31)Sca1þCD49fþ cells (LSC) and progenitor cells within LSC were determined by flow cytometry. Sorted LSC were subjected to a prostate sphere forming assay to
evaluate PSC clonal propagation, proliferation, immediate differentiation, and self-renewal
ability. Density of individual spheres was measured by a cantilever-based resonator weighing
system. Morphology and characterization of prostate spheres was determined by hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining and immunohistochemistry (IHC). Finally, immediate PSC
differentiation in sphere formation was determined by immunofluorescence for epithelial
cytokeratin markers cytokeratin (CK) 5 and CK8.
RESULT. Data presented here demonstrate a significant expansion of the proliferative
(BrdUþ) LSC population, including CK5þ, p63þ, CK18þ cells, as well as intermediate cells
(CK5þ/CK8þ) in inflamed prostates. Histological images reveal that PSC from inflamed
prostates produce significantly larger spheres, indicating that the enhanced proliferation
observed in LSC is sustained in vitro in the absence of inflammatory mediators. In addition,
cultures from inflamed PSC yielded increased number of tubule-like spheres. These tube-like
spheres grown from PSCs isolated from inflamed mice exhibited stratification of a CK8þ
luminal-like layer and a CK5þ basal-like layer. Notably, the numbers of spheres formed by
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inflamed and non-inflamed PSC were equal, suggesting that even though proliferation is
enhanced by inflammation, the homeostatic level of PSC is maintained.
CONCLUSION. Induction of inflammation promotes PSC expansion and immediate differentiation through highly proliferative progenitor cells while the homeostasis of PSC is maintained.
Prostate 75:1620–1631, 2015. © 2015 The Authors. The Prostate, published by Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
Prostate inflammation in association with the
development of human benign prostate hyperplasia
(BPH) and prostate carcinogenesis has been extensively discussed over last decades [1–4]. Imbalance of
pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokines,
abnormal production of angiogenic and lymphangiogenic growth factors, and generation of reactive oxygen species from inflammatory infiltrates are
considered among the potential initiators of prostatic
malignancies [5,6]. Epithelial prostate stem cells (PSC)
have been regarded as the origin of hyper-proliferative epithelium and the main initiator of prostatic
pathogenesis, and maybe the target of inflammatory
compounds, which are also known to participate in
neoplastic transformation [7]. However, little knowledge is available to link inflammatory modulation of
PSC to BPH or prostate cancer. Understanding the
impact of inflammation in regulating PSC will provide a foundation for future studies to define the
relationship between prostate inflammation, BPH,
and prostate cancer development.
Evidence of PSC restoration of prostate tissue was
first demonstrated by castration followed by repeated
cycles of androgen withdrawal replenishment. Depletion of androgen as a result of castration led to
involution of prostate epithelium, yet replenishment
of androgen restored the prostate tissue due to
resident stem cell proliferation and differentiation
[8–10]. The impact of inflammation on adult stem cells
has been observed in several organs. For example,
hepatitis virus infection induced liver stem cells to
replace damaged hepatocytes and choloangiocytes via
cellular interactions between liver stem cells and
adjacent inflammatory cells [11]. The impact of Escherichia coli-induced inflammation on PSC was reported
by Kwon et al. [12], who demonstrated that inflammation increased the conversion of basal PSC to luminal
progenitors.
Cytokeratin (CK) profiles of human prostate
glands, describing the difference among epithelial
compartments, have been well documented [13–16].
Basal cells with better cell plasticity display CK5, p63,
and CK14 while functional luminal cells show expression of CK8 and CK18 [14]. Cells co-expressing basal
and luminal CK markers were defined as intermedi-

ate cells, which appear during the prostate differentiation and regeneration processes [16,17]. The
intermediate cells are regarded as an outcome of stem
cell division. An enriched proliferative intermediate
cell population was observed in human proliferative
inflammatory atrophy (PIA) prostate specimens [18].
In addition, p63, a homolog of the p53 tumor
suppressor gene and critical stem cell proliferation
regulator in epithelial development, is upregulated in
E. coli challenged murine prostates [19–21]. Histological data of intermediate cells listed above indicate
that the multipotent and self-renewable PSC might be
modulated by inflammation, though further evidence
is required.
Here, we present a T cell mediated prostatitis
mouse model, prostate ovalbumin expressing transgenic-3 mouse model (POET-3), in which ovalbumin
(OVA) expression is driven by a composite probasin
promoter (ARR2PB) [22], to mimic antigen specific
autoimmunity and pathological outcomes of human
chronic prostatitis. The data obtained from studies in
the POET-3 inflammation model demonstrated a
sustained epithelial cell hyper-proliferation, significantly elevated cytokine/chemokine protein expression, and strong infiltration of leukocytes after
adoptive transfer of CD8þ cytotoxic T cells [3]. To
enrich the murine PSC population in POET-3 mice,
we adopted an established marker system in identification of prostate progenitors: stem cell antigen-1
(Sca-1) and integrin-a6 (CD49f) [23]. Lin (CD45/
CD31)Sca1þCD49fþ (LSC) cells were reported to
generate a 60-fold enrichment for prostate sphere
forming capacity in vitro and were able to form a
prostate graft in vivo [24]. PSC within the murine LSC
population were functionally identified via the prostate sphere forming assay in which one stem cell
generates a single sphere [25]. The combination of the
POET-3 model and the well-established strategy for
accessing PSC allows us to understand the biology of
inflammation regulated PSC. Data presented, here,
show that OVA-specific CD8þ T-cell challenged prostates display increased LSC, in which increased
numbers of CK5þ, p63þ, and CK18þ cells are also
detected. The entire process is independent from the
presence of androgen, suggesting the outcome of an
increased progenitor population is solely regulated by
the inflammatory environment. Given the increased
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amount of proliferative prostate progenitor cells in
inflamed prostates, the sustained ratio of PSC within
LSC suggests that the homeostasis of PSC is not
altered by induction of inflammation while the proliferation rate of daughter progenitor cells derived
from inflamed PSC is strongly elevated. Higher
percentage of tubule-like spheres in the inflamed
setting was identified by two-dimensional H&E
stained histological sections and a three-dimensional
single cell weighing system. Inflamed spheres
revealed a significantly higher density compared to
average mammalian cell density, which is approximate to the value of protein density, indicating
inflammation regulated PSC are able to generate more
protein secreting daughter cells, likely a more committed progenitor population.

digested minced prostate tissue with 1 mg/ml collagenase-I (Cat#.5138, Sigma–Aldrich) in RPMI1640 containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) for 2 hr, following
trypsinization at 37°C to release mice prostate cells from
tissue. Prostate epithelial cells were passed through 20 G
needles 3–5 times and 40 mm cell strainers to eliminate
aggregates. To enrich prostate progenitor population,
isolated cells were incubated with fluorescence conjugated specific antibodies: Sca1-APC (Cat#.108112, BioLegend), CD49f-PE (Cat#.12-0495-83, eBioscience),
CD45-FITC (Cat#.103108, BioLegend), and CD31-FITC
(Cat#.553372, BD Bioscience). CD45CD31Sca1þCD49fþ
(annotated as LinSca1þCD49fþ, LSC population in this
article) live cell sorting was performed on the BD FACS
Aria in sterile condition.
Flow Cytometry Analysis

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mice
Prostate ovalbumin expressing transgenic-3 mice
(POET-3, C57BL/6 background) were generated as
previous described [6,26,27]. In summary, Rag1/

Thy1.1þOTI mice were generated by breeding
C57BL/6 Thy1.1þ mice (Jackson Laboratories) with
Rag1/ mice (a gift from Dr.W.E. Heath, The Walter
and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research, Melbourne, Australia). All animals were housed and
maintained under pathogen free conditions with
12 hr-light/12 hr-dark cycles. Orchiectomy was performed on POET-3 mice at age 8–12 weeks. All
procedures involving mouse welfare have conformed
to national rules and Purdue Animal Use and Committee (PACUC) approved protocols (1112000137).

Induction of Inflammation
Splenocytes
were
isolated
from
Rag1/
þ
Thy1.1 OTI mice, activated by 1 mg/ml SIINFEKL
(Ova peptide 257–264, Cat#.74-1-16B, American Peptide) for 48 hr in vitro. Activated Thy1.1þCD8þ T cells
were collected and purified by Ficol (Atlanta Biologicals). 5  106 purified OT-I cells were later transferred into POET-3 mice intravenously to induce
inflammation. OT-I cells injected mice and na€ıve
POET-3 mice were raised for another 6 days and
prostate tissues were harvested for further processing.


Isolation of LSC Population
Prostate epithelial cells were isolated from 8 to
12 week old na€ıve and inflamed POET-3 mice. The
procedure for isolation prostate progenitor population
was followed from a published protocol [23]. Briefly, we
The Prostate

Prostate tissues were processed as describe above.
Single cell suspensions from na€ıve and inflamed
prostates were stained with fluorescence conjugated
antibodies: Sca1-APC, CD49f-PE, and CD45-Percp, for
20 min at 4°C, stained cells were then fixed in 10%
neutral buffered formalin (NBF). To identify transit-amplifying cells and proliferative basal cells in LSC
population, 10% NBF fixed sample were stained with
unconjugated antibodies: CK5 (Cat#.MAB3228, Millipore, 1:100), p63 (Cat#.sc8431, Santa Cruz, 1:100), and
CK18 (Cat#.ab668, Abcam, 1:100), following secondary Alexa 488 (Invitrogen, 1:500) by using BD
Pharmagin cell staining kit. BrdU staining was done
by FITC BrdU flow kit (Cat#.51-2354AK, BD Pharmingen). Flow cytometry analyses were performed at BD
FACS Canto II.
RNA Isolation and Quantitative Gene Expression
Analysis
Total RNA was isolated from intact POET-3, castrated POET-3, and C57BL/6J mouse prostates using
OMEGA E.Z.N.A Total RNA kit and cDNA was
1
1
generated using PerfecTa qPCR FastMix II (Quanta
Bioscience). Quantitative real-time polymerase chain
reaction (qRT-PCR) was carried out by OVA primer
sets: AATGAGCATGTTGGTGCTGTTGC, GAAACACATCTGCCAAAGAAGAGAACG, and 18S control
(IDT) along with FastStart Universal SYBR Green
1
Master (Cat#. 04913850001, Roche) on LightCycler 96
instrument (Roche). The mean of triplicates was
derived from three independent mice in each group.
Prostate Sphere Forming Assay
Sorted LSC population was re-suspended in 2:1
Matrigel/Prostate Epithelial growth medium (Matri-
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gel, Cat#.354234, Corning; PrEGM, Cat#.CC-3166,
Lonza) in a total volume of 120 ml. Cells were seeded
at a density of 8,000 or 10,000 cells/well in 12-well
plates, and incubated for 7 days. Half medium change
was performed every 2–3 days. Numbers of spheres
were counted manually at 40 magnification at 7th
day under microscope. To examine self-renewal ability of PSCs, spheres from primary culture were
released by 1 mg/ml Dispase (Cat#. 17105-041, Invitrogen) at 37°C for an hour, and dissociated into single
cells for secondary sphere culture. To dissociate intact
spheres, collected spheres were incubated with trypsin at room temperature (R.T.) for 10 min. Trypsinized
cells from spheres were passed through 26 G needles
three times. Dissociated cells were individually plated
at 8,000 cells/well density in 12-well plates for 7 days.
The numbers of secondary spheres were obtained at
7th day.
Histology Analysis
To analyze the morphology and identify phenotypes of spheres, intact spheres released from Matrigel
were fixed in 10% NBF for an hour, following
dehydration by incubating in 70% ethanol for another
hour. All fixed spheres were embedded in histogel
and then in paraffin, sectioned, and processed for
Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining and immunohistochemistry. Percentages of different morphological spheres were identified by H&E stained slides.
Total number of two types of spheres was collected
from 3 to 4 independent experiments. Fisher’s test
was applied in the analysis of contingency tables
(Table I). Immunofluorescence (IF) and DAB-immunohistochemistry (IHC) were performed as previously
described [28,29]. Primary antibodies for IF includes:
rabbit anti-cytokeratin 5 (1:100, Biolegend), mouse
anti-p63 (1:50, Biocare Medical), and mouse anti-cytokeratin 8 (1:100, Novus). Secondary Alexa 488 or
Alexa 594 were conjugated for 1 hr at room temperature (1:100, Invitrogen), followed by 10 min incubation with Hoechst 33258 to visualize the nuclei (1 mg/
ml). Sphere sections were washed and covered with
an aqueous medium and glass coverslips. The sec-

TABLE I. Ratio of Two Types of Spheres in Naive and
Inflamed Groups

Solid spheres
Tubule-like spheres
Fisher’s test, P < 0.0035 .

Naive

Inflamed

79% (46/58)
21% (12/58)

58.6% (17/29)
41.4% (12/29)
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tions were photographed and analyzed by immunofluorescence and the number of positive- and
negative-stained cells was determined. Primary antibody for IHC is rabbit anti-Ki67 (1:100, Abcam) was
utilized for primary detection. Freshly sorted LSC
was span down onto slides at 800 rpm for 3 min, and
fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde. Primary antibodies
include: rabbit anti-cytokeratin 5 (1:100, Biolegend),
and mouse anti-cytokeratin 8 (1:100, Novus). Secondary Alexa 488 or Alexa 594 were conjugated for 1 hr
at room temperature (1:500, Invitrogen). Representative images were determined by at least three animals
per group.
Measurement of Sphere Size and Density
To measure diameters of spheres, images of individual H&E stained spheres were taken at 400
magnifications under microscopy. Spheres were manually circled using Image J and Feret diameters were
obtained via software calculation. Paraformaldehyde-fixed spheres were first air-dried on a glass slide.
Individual spheres were picked up by a micromanipulator under a microscope [30] and placed on a
cantilever-based resonator for weighing. The experimental configurations and measurement principles
pertaining to mass detection were listed in a previous
study [31]. The effective density of the loaded prostate
sphere was calculated by dividing the measured mass
by the effective volume calculated based on microscopic observation.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed on Prism (Version 5.04). Student’s t test was utilized for most of
comparisons between na€ıve and inflamed groups,
except that Fisher’s test was utilized for comparing
the ratio of solid and tubule-like spheres. Statistical
significance was determined by P < 0.05.

RESULTS
Induction of Inflammation Promotes Prostate
Progenitor Cell Proliferation
To test whether inflammation increases the number
of prostate progenitor cells, we determined the number
of prostate cells expressing various markers in
inflamed POET-3 mice. Flow cytometry analysis of the
inflamed prostates showed induction of a strong
inflammatory response. CD45 positive cells represented
the total leukocyte population in prostates, whereas
Sca1 and CD49f labeled the prostate progenitor population, namely the Lin (CD45/CD31)Sca1þCD49fþ
The Prostate
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(LSC) population, within the non-leukocytic cell population [23,24].
Compared to na€ıve prostates, inflamed prostates
contained a 20-fold increase in the number of
CD45-positive cells, indicating that the induction of
inflammation significantly expanded the total leukocyte population in prostates (Fig. 1A). A previous
study defined the composition of recruited leukocytes, including endogenous CD4þ, CD8þ T-cells,
Foxp3þCD4þ regulatory T-cells, and Gr-1þCD11bþ
myeloid derived suppressive cells [3]. Leukocyte
expansion resulted in 2.7-fold increase in the LSC
population (Fig. 1B). Absolute numbers of LSC in
inflamed prostates were significantly higher than
those in na€ıve setting (P < 0.0001; Fig. 1C).
To understand the source of these extra cells, we
asked whether inflammation increases cell proliferation. In inflamed LSC, more BrdU-positive cells were
detected (P ¼ 0.0026), suggesting that cell proliferation
was a contributing factor to the cell number increase
(Fig. 1D). To further profile the progenitor components, we examined the expression level of CK5, p63,
and CK18 within LSC. Intracellular staining of individual marker along with LSC surface labeling
allowed observation of the distribution of different
cell types within LSC. Significantly, the number of
CK5þ (Fig. 1E), p63þ (Fig. 1F), and CK18þ (Fig. 1G)
cells within LSC were increased in inflamed prostates.
Immunofluorescence staining shows that CK5þ/
CK8þ co-expressing cells, namely the intermediate
progenitor cells, are exhibited in inflamed LSC,
while CK8þ cells are barely detected in na€ıve LSC
(Fig. 2).
Inflammation-Driven PSC Expansion is
Independent of Testicular Androgen
Androgen has been considered as a main contributor of prostate epithelial restoration in rodents
[8–10]. To clarify whether the increased number of
LSC (as a consequence of PSC expansion), was a net
result of inflammation, we castrated POET-3 mice to
deplete circulating androgen and subsequently
induced prostate inflammation. Two weeks after
orchiectomy, expression of OVA is detected in castrated animals by qRT-PCR, in which the expression
level is similar to intact animals (Fig. 3A). Hence, OT-I
cells were delivered to induce inflammation and
murine prostates were harvested 6 days after OT-I
delivery (Fig. 3B). In the castrated OTI treated POET-3
mice, a significant increase in LSC was observed in
comparison to castrated POET-3 mice not receiving
OT-I cells (P ¼ 0.015; Fig. 3C and D). These data
demonstrate that inflammation-driven PSC expansion
did not require testicular androgen.
The Prostate

Inflammation Regulated PSC Give Rise to Larger
Spheres With a More Tubule-Like Feature
Given the increased amount of prostate progenitor
cells in vivo, we hypothesize that PSC are more
proliferative. We examined the size of clonally formed
prostate spheres by identifying diameters in two-dimensional H&E stained sections (Fig. 4A). As a result,
PSC from inflamed prostates clonally generated larger
spheres (both solid and tubule-like) in term of
diameters (Fig. 4B). In addition, the inflamed spheres
show a significantly higher percentage of tubule-like
spheres in H&E stained sections (41% in inflamed
versus 21% in na€ıve spheres, Fisher’s test, P ¼ 0.0035;
Table I).
To further investigate the physical composition of
the two types, we weighed the biomass of individual
spheres by cantilever based resonator to identify the
effective density of spheres (Fig. 4C) [30,32]. Inflamed
spheres showed an average density of 1.29 g/cm3,
which was more similar to the density of protein
(1.22–1.43 g/cm3) than to the density of mammalian
cells (1.04–1.1 g/cm3) [33]. Comparatively, the mean
of the density curve in na€ıve spheres fell at 1.1 g/cm3,
which was significantly different from the mean of
inflamed spheres (P < 0.0001; Fig. 4D). This result
suggests that inflammation enabled PSC to generate
more tubule-like spheres, which may consist of more
protein secreting daughter cells.

The Homeostasis of PSC Maintained after
Induction of Inflammation
Each prostate sphere was clonally derived from a
single stem cell; therefore, the number of spheres
indicated the number of true stem cells within LSC.
No difference in the number of first generation
spheres was observed between na€ıve and inflamed
prostates when a fixed number of LSC were seeded,
indicating that the ratio of PSC within the LSC population was maintained at its normal homeostatic level in
the presence of inflammation (Fig. 5A). In addition,
no difference in self-renewal ability was determined
between na€ıve and inflamed groups by secondary
passage of dissociated spheroid cells (Fig. 5B).
The organized structures of prostate spheres with
lineage hierarchy was determined previously [25].
Here, we adopted the same strategy to determine
morphologies of prostate spheres derived from
inflammation regulated PSC. Spheres from inflamed
prostates reveal a similar lineage hierarchy compared
to na€ıve spheres, in which both basal (CK5) and
luminal (CK8) cells are better stratified within
spheres, with CK8 signal is stronger in the center.
Both proliferative progenitor cells (Ki67þ) and highly
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Fig. 1. Induction of inflammation results in elevated prostate progenitor population. In this figure, the FACS plots of na€ıve and inflamed
settings show on the upper and lower rows, respectively. A: CD45þ cells. B: CD45Sca1þCD49fþ cell (LSC) populations. Red squares
gate out LSC population of progenitor cell marker analysis. C: Bar graph of LSC in na€ıve and inflamed prostates. D: BrdUþ (E) CK5þ (F)
p63þ (G) CK18þ cells within LSC population. Bar graphs of different marker expressions are shown along with the corresponding FACS
plots (Student’s t test was determined by n ¼ 2–12 animals each group; error bar ¼ SE).
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Fig. 2. Representative IF images show the heterogeneity of LSC population in na€ıve and inflamed LSC, in which inflamed LSC reveals
intermediate progenitor cells (CK5 and CK8 co-expressing cells). The upper panel shows CK5þ cells (green), no CK8þ cells (red), as well
as CK5/CK8 cells in na€ıve LSC. The lower panel shows CK5þ (green), CK5þ/CK8þ (green/red) co-expressing cells, as well as CK5/
CK8 cells in inflamed LSC (scale bar: 50 mm).

self-renewable (p63þ) cells are detected in the edge of
spheres (Fig. 5C). The average number of Ki67þ and
p63þ cells per sphere is higher in inflamed group
(Fig. 5D and E), though the ratio of Ki67þand highly
self-renewable p63þ to total cell number shows no
difference between na€ıve and inflamed groups
(Fig. 5F and G).
DISCUSSION
Pathological evidence has shown a link between
prostate inflammation and prostate cancer. For

example, instances of prostate inflammatory atrophy
(PIA) lesions directly merging with cancer were
identified in 14 of 50 (28%) patient specimens [34].
Likewise, studies in POET-3/PTENþ/ mice showed
the development of inflammation and occurrence of
PIA four months after induction of inflammation [29].
PIA was defined as a regenerative lesion by showing
elevated anti-apoptotic factor (Bcl-2), as well as many
proliferative cells (Ki67) within atrophic lesions,
where no obvious tissue destruction was determined,
possibly due to prostate epithelial repopulation [3,26,35]. Data presented in this manuscript

Fig. 3. Inflammation driven prostate progenitor expansion is testicular-androgen independent. A: Relative mRNA expression of OVA in
intact and castrated POET-3 mice. Values of relative mRNA expression were means  SE for n ¼ 3 per group. B: Scheme summarizing
experimental time frame of inflammation on castrated mice. C: FACS plot of infiltrated CD45þ cells (left panel) and LSC population (right
panel) in castrated mice, with and without induction of inflammation. D: Bar graphs of LSC in androgen depleted non-inflamed and inflamed
prostates (Student’s t test was determined by n ¼ 3 animals each group; error bar ¼ SE).
The Prostate
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Fig. 4. Inflammation regulated PSC generates larger spheres, as well as more tubule-like spheres. A: H&E stained sections showed solid
spheres (upper) and tubule-like spheres (lower) in na€ıve and inflamed groups (scale bar: 100 mm). B: A bar graph shows diameters of two
types of spheres (n ¼ 46 in na€ıve solid spheres; n ¼ 12 in na€ıve tubule-like spheres; n ¼ 17 in inflamed solid spheres; n ¼ 12 in inflamed
tubule-like spheres; error bar ¼ SE; determinations were combined from 3 independent experiments). C: A scanning electron microscope
(SEM) image shows weighing of an inflamed prostate sphere. The resonator comprised a sensor and a reference cantilever beam. D: The
average density of inflamed spheres (blue bars and curve) is 1.29 g/cm3; na€ıve spheres (red bars and curve) is 1.1 g/cm3. Specific values of
density on x-axis correspond to the actual numbers of spheres on y-axis (n ¼ 42 in na€ıve group; n ¼ 37 in inflamed group; Student’s t test,
P < 0.0001).

address phenomena associated with the acute inflammatory process (day 6 after induction) and do not
address regenerative processes like PIA. However,
there is very little appreciation of the cellular mechanisms involved in such regenerative modulation of
prostate epithelium during inflammation due to the
lack of a representative animal model. While the E.
coli induced inflammation model is an extensively
utilized model for studying prostate inflammation,
bacterial prostatitis is a relatively rare condition,
occurring in only approximately 5% of prostatitis
cases [36]. The majority of prostatitis patients present
with non-bacterial inflammatory condition that is
hypothesized to be autoimmune in nature [36,37].
Our laboratory has established a prostate specific
autoimmune prostatitis mouse model, POET-3, in
which a strong recruitment of CD4þ, CD8þ T-cells,

and CD4þFoxp3þ T-reg cells; elevated cytokine/chemokine expression; as well as sustained prostate
epithelial hyper-proliferation, were identified [6].
OVA expression in murine prostate is driven by an
androgen sensitive promoter (ARR2PB) [38,39]. Our
data suggest that OVA expression is similar between
intact and castrated animals, which is possibly due to
the presence of other sources of androgen in castrated
animals, for example, adrenal androgen and de novo
synthesized androgen [40]. Hence OVA expression in
castrated POET-3 mice is still sufficient to induce
inflammation [38,41]. Given that, the magnitude of
LSC increase in testicular androgen depleted mice is
exactly the same as in intact mice, the data suggest
that inflammation driven PSC expansion does not
require the presence of testicular androgen, which
normally is the main trigger for expanding prostate
The Prostate
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Fig. 5. The ratio of PSC within LSC population is maintained. A: A dot graph shows the number of first generation spheres derived from na€ıve
and inflamed LSC (five separate experiments in na€ıve group and seven in inflamed group, each experiment is presented in duplicates; Student’s t
test, P ¼ 0.87). B: A dot graph shows the number of secondary spheres derived from first generation spheres in na€ıve and inflamed settings (three
separate experiments, each experiment was presented in duplicates; Student’s t test, P ¼ 0.89). C: Histological images show Ki67, p63, and CK5/
CK8 staining of spheres from na€ıve and inflamed prostates (scale bar: 100 mm). D: A bar graph shows the number of Ki67þ cells per sphere. E: A
bar graph shows the number of p63þ cells per sphere. F: A dot graph shows the ratio of Ki67þ cells within 100 sphere cells. G: A dot graph
shows the ratio of p63þ cells within 100 sphere cells (for Ki67 staining, n ¼ 54 in na€ıve spheres; n ¼ 34 in inflamed spheres; for p63 staining,
n ¼ 14 in na€ıve spheres; n ¼ 11 in inflamed spheres; error bar ¼ SE; determinations were combined from two to three independent experiments).

epithelium [42]. Additionally, inflammation enhanced
the stromal population (LinSca1þCD49f) [24] in
POET-3 mice prostates. The role of stromal cells in
chronic inflammatory niche is to maintain leukocyte
accumulation by sequentially expressing adhesion
The Prostate

molecules and chemokines/cytokines [43]. The inflammatory chemokine/cytokine elicited signal transductions can further affect epithelial turnover through
stromal cells. For instance, interleukin-6 (IL-6) family
induced Jak-Stat3 pathway up-regulates paracrine Wnt
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signaling can either maintain stemness property of stem
cells, or enhance local mature cell proliferation [44].
Therefore, the impact of the enhanced stromal
population on promoting PSC proliferation will be an
interesting focus for future studies.
Asymmetrical basal-origin PSC expansion was
determined in previous studies [45,46]. Flow cytometry analysis of prostate progenitor cells shows a net
outcome of PSC expansion, while the in vitro sphere
forming assay enables one to evaluate asymmetrical
cell division as a process of PSC self-renewal and
propagation of daughter progenitor cells. By plating a
fixed number of cells from inflamed and na€ıve
prostate tissue, the ratio of true PSC can be assessed
by evaluating the number of spheres that form. The
fixed ratio of first and secondary sphere formation
revealed that sphere formation was equivalent
between inflamed and na€ıve cultures, indicating that
PSC homeostasis was maintained in inflamed prostates. In addition, the fixed ratio of Ki-67þ and p63þ
cells within different sizes of spheres corroborates the
maintenance of homeostasis. The presence of larger
spheres in cultures derived from inflamed prostate
tissue suggests that inflammation induces a change in
PSC that is maintained in the absence of both
inflammatory mediators and androgen in the in vitro
cultures. These data suggest that the in vivo induction
of inflammation promoted PSC asymmetrical division, where self-renewal of PSC is maintained and
their progenitor daughter cells are more proliferative.
Two types of clonally derived prostate spheres,
solid and tubule-like spheres, have been commonly
reported in previous studies [23,25]. Our data showed
that cross-sections of tubule-like spheres were better
stratified with basal (CK5) to luminal (CK8) hierarchy
and showed canalized lumens filling with secretory
materials. Nevertheless, the distinct morphology of
both types of spheres has never been fully addressed
as a biological outcome in PSC derived spheres. Here,
we determined that inflammation regulated PSC
generated a higher percentage of tubule-like spheres,
which included secretory proteins, as suggested by
Eosin staining of the luminal material and the demonstration of distinct effective densities between solid
and tubule-like spheres. A recent study in bacterial
prostatitis also demonstrated a basal-to-luminal differentiation of prostate epithelial cells in response to
inflammation [12], which supported our observation
that inflammation modulated PSC were committed to
a more differentiated progenitor phenotype, the
tubule-like spheres.
In addition, even though inflammatory mediators
were absent during culture, significantly different
sphere sizes and ratio of two types of spheres between
na€ıve and inflamed groups were observed. Prelimi-
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nary data demonstrates that the diameters of both
first and second generation inflamed spheres are
similar (119.7  5.74 vs. 122.9  13.48, respectively;
Mean  SE), which both are significantly larger than
their counterpart na€ıve spheres. In other words, the
impact of inflammation on PSC remained and lasted
after removal from the inflammatory milieu for two
generations. One possibility for why this may have
occurred is that epigenetics modulation of gene
expression is involved. An epigenetic switch on
cellular transformation was rigorously demonstrated
by Struhl’s group in 2009. The inflammatory circuit,
including NF-kB, IL-6, Lin28b, and miRNA let-7a,
allowed na€ıve mammalian cells to adopt and maintain
transformed phenotypes after removal of oncogenic
stimulation [47]. Therefore, it is possible that PSC go
through a certain epigenetic switch upon the acute
induction of inflammation in vivo.
CONCLUSION
Utilizing the POET-3 model, we present phenotypic
and functional evidence of PSC expansion upon the
induction of T-cell mediated autoimmune inflammation. Active PSC cell division, as a result of induction
of inflammation, reveals an asymmetrical pattern, in
which the rate of PSC self-renew is maintained while
the proliferation rate of generating daughter progenitor cells is highly enhanced.
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